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A WORD FROM CAPTAIN MULLEN
AND THE CREW OF RELENTLESS
Greetings! In the pages to follow, Executive Chef Max Biasiol will share
with you a little about himself, some sample menus and related personal
stories from the sea he’s garnered inspiration from to create the cuisine
you’ll be enjoying during your charter on board Relentless. We hope you
will enjoy these tantalizing treats and tales... Buon Appetito!

CHEF
MAX
BIASIOL

Max’s passion for food led him to pursue
professional training since 1984. He has been
professional yacht chef for the last 12 years. Max is
very comfortable with Mediterranean cuisine, with
an emphasis on delicious Italian food. He also has
a strong flair for Asian culinary traditions, blending

the two cultures effortlessly on a plate. While working on a yacht in Thailand, he
took the opportunity to learn to cook local cuisine and also trained in Japanese
cuisine. With a background in TV journalism, Max has now published three
novels in Italian. When Chef Max is not in the galley preparing your next meal,
you will find him with his camera in hand, reading or relaxing watching a movie.
He is fluent in English, Italian and French.

Prepare to dine on artfully crafted, gourmet cuisine, tailored to your preferences
while on board Relentless.

SEABASS...
SOUTH PACIFIC ST YLE
BY CHEF MAX

In the summer of 1981, we arrived in Rarotonga, French Polynesia.
A bulky and smiling Polynesian fisherman was cooking fillets of big
“hapukus,” the local seabass, in a natural oven made out of sand. He
offered to us, all tired and hungry for the long sailing from California, this
juicy fish rolled on a big slice of grilled potatoes. We ate like sharks under
a blanket of shining stars that faded away after the bosun brought in
some cases of Jamaican Rum...

MEJILLONES
DEL VERANO
BY CHEF MAX

Barcelona: the “Rambla,” the “Columbus”
statue and the “Boquería,” a market full of
any kind of food you can dream of... Every
time I get in the city, I run there losing myself
in the scents and perfumes of distant
cultures. And after a round of shopping,
I sit in one of the tapas bars to eat fresh
mussels enriched with this sauce made with
perfumed oranges from Portugal and tender
mint leaves from Pyrenees...

LUNCH
Langostinos Asiaticos
(Langoustines Asian Style)

Finca y Arrecife Duo
(Farm & Reef Duo)

Bomba de Choco
(Chocolate Bomb)

SUGGESTED
WINES
White Haven Sauvignon
Blanc 2019
Claret Cabernet Sauvignon
Black Label 2017

Whether you opt for formal dining, casual BBQ on the deck, or al fresco under the evening sky,
Chef Max will expertly prepare every bite.

VEGETABLE
CURRY IN
COCONUT
MILK
BY CHEF MAX

On S/Y “Nefertiti,” there was a deckhand
coming from Lombok. He boarded the boat
with an iron wok and this recipe from his
grandmother. I thought it was worth a try if
I only could find the vegetables I needed in
the small island of Saba...

FONDANT AU CHOCOLAT
BY CHEF MAX

There had been a big storm out of the Kenyan coast on that day of midOctober 1996. I mean, a huge one. We were finally getting back to port when
we spotted a small fishing boat with a fisherman looking for help because
his engine was broken. Once we tugged him to the beach, he was so grateful
that invited all the crew to eat at his house. Once we left, his wife gave us
a wonderful Kenyan dark chocolate powder. I used it to prepare the most
fantastic “fondant au chocolat” you could ever imagine. The crew was so
pleased that I had two full days off in Malindi...

LUNCH
Salmon Asian Tartare
Picanha Brasileira with its own
Spring Salad
Amaretto & Peaches

APERITIVES
Verrines Selection

DINNER
Artichokes Tortelloni with Porcini
Mushroom Sauce
“Foie Grassed” Quail
Macaraspberry

With a personalized menu, exquisite plating and superb service, your dining experience
on board Relentless will be a memory you’ll savor for years to come.

